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This has been an exciting start to 2014 for Harvest Aviation. In January we were able
to trade our Cessna 182 for a C-172 so we now have a good training aircraft for
giving flight lessons.
January, March, April and May saw our normal trips to Belize carrying over 1,000
pounds of cargo to 14 missionaries. On the April trip we experienced mechanical
problems, losing a magneto on the right engine leading to burning up the starter on
that engine and eventually an exhaust pipe blow out, adding to the added expense of
the trip.
Two work teams were carried to the Bahamas. One team installed a radio station and
antenna to broadcast Christian radio on North Andros, the other went to work on
building a much needed orphanage. We also had a group go to Ragged Island in
April. (See Southard report.)
Mike England and his maintenance staff has also been busy. Three annual inspections
were completed along with the usual emergency work that comes in from time to time.
The projects in the corner receive attention when time permits.
We are wanting to increase the staff at Harvest. Our immediate need is for a Director
of Public Relations and a Director of Education Activities. If you or you know of
someone with those skills that would be willing to come on board with Harvest, I
would love to talk with you or them. We are also, looking for help in the office for
someone with working knowledge of Quickbooks Pro.to help Ellen. We are always
looking for more mechanics. With growth comes growing pains and we are patiently
working through them. Part of those growth pains is the increased need for financial
help. Your tax deductible gift would be storing up treasures in heaven and you would
have a share in the rewards being reaped in Belize and the Bahamas.
The following is from the family we are training to take over Ragged Island
…. On this trip we flew in about 125 pounds worth of supplies ranging from baby
clothes to deep-water fishing lights. We also had the privilege of hanging out with
some of the youth on the Island. We met with them on Friday night for some games
and a Bible lesson. Then again on Saturday morning we met with kids for more games
and some interactive teaching time. Denetria would walk up and lower her head so
that Reagan could play with the beads in her hair. That was about the sweetest thing I
had ever seen. And she did it quite a few times. On Saturday evening some of the
teens practiced for a Bahamian National Competition that included dance routines and
short skits. The competition is a yearly event amongst the public schools all over the
Bahamas. In previous years the kids of Ragged Island have won the competition.
Judges for the event fly to the different islands to watch the kids, then they
grade them on their performances…. In church on Sunday morning I was
honored and humbled to bring the message, and Mike led in the partaking of
Communion. Please continue to pray for us as we plan for our next trip to the
Island on June 21-29. We will be doing a week long Bible School with
the
youth and, hopefully, having some sort of midweek worship service.
Pray for the Casey Southard family
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